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Introduction

We are proud of our tradition as a provider of high quality training and are pleased to be able to share details of our 
Broker Training Academy for 2020. As always we value your feedback as it helps to shape the breadth and depth 
of the training schedule and enables us to deliver more of what you want. This year’s calendar continues to offer a 
selection of HNW & Commercial technical subjects which will be delivered via webinar.

We aim to support brokers in raising professional standards across the industry by providing a variety of training 
topics suitable for developing a wide range of skills and capabilities. Covéa Insurance holds a CII event accreditation 
licence for all of our technical courses, soft skills courses and webinars so these can be recorded as structured training 
for CPD.



2020 Webinar Schedule

Webinar Audience Date 

Commercial Legal Expenses Commercial 17th June

Value in the Distribution Chain Compliance 7th July

Benefits of E-Trade Commercial Combined Commercial 22nd July

Home & Motor: Non-disclosure & Misrepresentation HNW 16th September

Commercial Claims: Management and Mitigation of Flood claims. Commercial Claims 30th September

Cross Selling Commercial & HNW 13th October

Commercial Cyber Commercial 11th November

Home Cyber HNW 2nd December

Risk Management - a Day in the Life of a Surveyor Commercial 9th December



Webinars

Value in the Distribution Chain
A manufacturer’s view

Date: 7th July

Date:   17th June

Commercial Legal Expenses

Legal Expenses is a cover often undervalued by the 
insurance market, with many failing to understand 
the benefits of the policy and differences in some of 
its features. Whether it’s the advice line, insurance or 
document facility, Legal Expenses offers clients real 
support and can also help prevent losses or legal issues 
occurring in the first place. Do you know the full extent 
of Legal Expenses cover and when it should be used? 

The FCA November 2019 guidance paper on the Distribution Chain 
requires Covéa (as a manufacturer) to evaluate the end-to-end 
distribution chain for all GI products and assess (and monitor) the 
impact this has on the premium paid by the customer, when compared 
with the actual risk price.  

Why should you sign up? 
This webinar offers an opportunity to engage with our brokers and share 
the Covéa approach, in order that they better understand our resulting 
need to further define roles, review existing contractual arrangements 
and gain greater clarity of their distribution models/strategy.

Why should you sign up? 
We will take you through all aspects of the Legal Expenses policy, along with the additional services available with the 
policy. This protects you from the worst happening and supports you should any disagreement progress to litigation. 
This session will prepare you to answer questions about the cover and help you to sell the benefits of Legal Expenses.



Webinars

Benefits of E-Trade          
Commercial Combined Date: 22nd July

Date: 16th September

Why should you e-trade your Commercial Combined business? A look into the 
benefits of presenting your Commercial Combined risks via Acturis or Covéa 
Insurance Online. 

Why Should You Sign Up?

We’ll provide you with an overview of the benefits to using Acturis or Covéa 
Insurance Online to trade your Commercial Combined risks with us. We will 
cover off reasons including ease of use and speed of transactions whilst 
providing reassurance that there will be no detriment to your customers in 
terms of cover or the service we provide.

Home & Motor 
Non-disclosure & Misrepresentation

As well as providing important cover for when the worst 
happens, insurance gives clients peace of mind that help 
is at hand when they need it most. However, if clients 
fail to make correct disclosure of all relevant facts to an 
insurer they may find that their policy won’t provide 
the cover they had been counting on. This webinar 
looks at the legal framework of non-disclosure and 
misrepresentation, some of the consequences unwitting 
clients could encounter and advice on how brokers can 
help their clients make full and correct disclosure at all 
stages of their policy lifecycle.

Why should you sign up?

We will provide you with useful insights into the non-
disclosure process which will help you provide your clients 
with appropriate advice to ensure appropriate disclosure 
is made to their insurer.



Webinars

Commercial Claims
Management and Mitigation of Flood Claims

Date: 30th September

Crawford are delighted to support Covéa in the 
delivery of this session. The aim of the session is 
to share greater insight on;

• ‘how’ we support customers mitigate their 
loss,

• ‘who’ are the key people involved in flood 
claims

• ‘how’ our loss adjusters manage all key 
aspects and people involved in a claim, to 
collectively restore your customers businesses 
and lives.

Every day, new technologies and innovations 
emerge with the potential to improve our 
industry, our clients’ businesses, and the lives of 
customers and policyholders everywhere. As our 
partners we want to share our insight with you.

Why should you sign up?

Extreme weather patterns and severe rainfall are 
more common than ever.  Crawford & Co, one 
of the world’s leading loss adjusters, will provide 
an insight in to how the adjusting industry is 
managing this challenge and supporting insurers, 
brokers and customers when flooding strikes.



Webinars

Cross Selling/Up-Selling

An introduction to cross-selling / up-selling – what is it?  Why 
should you do it? 

This webinar will cover the basics of cross-selling / up-selling, 
including the benefits to both your clients and your business.  
It will include tips for effective cross-selling / up-selling and 
examples of where cross-selling / up-selling can be applied to 
Insurance sales with the aim of improving your ability and 
confidence to cross-sell and up-sell to your existing clients.

Why should you sign up?

Do you want to maximise your sales effectiveness, improve client 
retention and loyalty, hit your sales and revenue targets without 
the need to continually prospect or cold call new clients?  Then 
this is the webinar for you!

Date: 13th October

Home Cyber Date: 2nd December

Today’s homeowners are more connected than ever 
– from their computers and phones, to entertainment 
systems and even household appliances and 
equipment. While these connections have made 
their lives simpler and easier, they’ve also opened up 
homeowners to a new range of personal cyber risks. 
With cybercrime becoming increasingly commonplace 
for households as well as businesses, this webinar aims 
to explain these risks, and how the benefits of Home 
Cyber Insurance cover could respond.

Why should you sign up?

We will provide you with an understanding of evolving 
cyber risks and equip you with knowledge that will help 
your clients avoid becoming a victim of cybercrime and 
benefit from our cover if the worst does happen.



Commercial Cyber
Webinars

We now live and operate in a world that is heavily influenced 
by technology, which has a profound effect on businesses 
of all sizes and the risks associated with this technology 
needs to be understood, assessed and managed effectively. 
All businesses are exposed to cyber risk to some degree, 
whether it is through holding customer data, sending or 
receiving data from a third party or processing payments.  

These businesses are exposed to the risks and the potential 
impact of business interruption, income loss, damage 
management and repair, and possible reputational damage 
if their systems or equipment fails or is interrupted.

The ABI report: 

“A UK Government survey estimated that in 2014 81% of 
large corporations and 60% of small businesses suffered a 
cyber breach. The average cost of a cyber-security breach 
is £600k-£1.15m for large businesses and £65k-£115k for 
SMEs”.

Cyber-attacks are a serious problem for small – medium 
sized businesses which often have limited security and 
technical resources, which makes them easy targets. This 
session aims to explain these threats and the coverage 
Commercial Cyber Insurance provides.

Why should you sign up? 

We will aim to give a better understanding of the risks that 
businesses are facing in today’s technological age, setting 
out case studies to bring this to life, allowing you to become 
better informed when assisting customers when purchasing 
their insurance.

 Date: 

11th November



WebinarsWebinars

Risk Management
A day in the life of a surveyor

It’s well known that risk management site surveys have a vital role to play in insurance underwriting by helping 
to mitigate risk and providing appropriate loss estimate information, but they also provide valuable insight to the 
policyholder of the risks apparent to their business. By making them aware of their risk profile and what they can do 
to improve this, we can work in partnership to reduce the likelihood and severity of a loss.

Why should you sign up?

Surveyors are often the eyes and ears of our business. During this session we aim to share with you some of the 
experiences of our Surveying Team and how they go about conducting a survey.

Date: 9th December
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